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Mechanical Behaviour Of Materials Volume Ii
Fracture Mechanics And Damage Solid Mechanics
And Its Applications
A balanced mechanics-materials approach and coverage of the latest
developments in biomaterials and electronic materials, the new edition of this
popular text is the most thorough and modern book available for upper-level
undergraduate courses on the mechanical behavior of materials. To ensure that
the student gains a thorough understanding the authors present the fundamental
mechanisms that operate at micro- and nano-meter level across a wide-range of
materials, in a way that is mathematically simple and requires no extensive
knowledge of materials. This integrated approach provides a conceptual
presentation that shows how the microstructure of a material controls its
mechanical behavior, and this is reinforced through extensive use of micrographs
and illustrations. New worked examples and exercises help the student test their
understanding. Further resources for this title, including lecture slides of select
illustrations and solutions for exercises, are available online at
www.cambridge.org/97800521866758.
Thermo-Mechanical Processing of Metallic Materials describes the science and
technology behind modern thermo-mechanical processing (TMP), including
detailed descriptions of successful examples of its application in the industry.
This graduate-level introductory resource aims to fill the gap between two
scientific approaches and illustrate their successful linkage by the use of suitable
modern case studies. The book is divided into three key sections focusing on the
basics of metallic materials processing. The first section covers the
microstructural science base of the subject, including the microstructure
determined mechanical properties of metals. The second section deals with the
current mechanical technology of plastic forming of metals. The concluding
section demonstrates the interaction of the first two disciplines in a series of case
studies of successful current TMP processing and looks ahead to possible new
developments in the field. This text is designed for use by graduate students
coming into the field, for a graduate course textbook, and for Materials and
Mechanical Engineers working in this area in the industry. * Covers both physical
metallurgy and metals processing * Links basic science to real everyday
applications * Written by four internationally-known experts in the field
Dynamic Behavior of Materials, Volume 1 of the Proceedings of the 2020 SEM
Annual Conference & Exposition on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the
first volume of seven from the Conference, brings together contributions to this
important area of research and engineering. The collection presents early
findings and case studies on fundamental and applied aspects of Experimental
Mechanics, including papers on: Synchrotron Applications/Advanced Dynamic
Imaging Quantitative Visualization of Dynamic Events Novel Experimental
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Techniques Dynamic Behavior of Geomaterials Dynamic Failure &
Fragmentation Dynamic Response of Low Impedance Materials Hybrid
Experimental/Computational Studies Shock and Blast Loading Advances in
Material Modeling Industrial Applications.
Significant progress in the science and technology of the mechanical behaviour
of materials has been made in recent years. The greatest strides forward have
occurred in the field of advanced materials with high performance, such as
ceramics, composite materials, and intermetallic compounds. The Sixth
International Conference on Mechanical Behaviour of Materials (ICM-6), taking
place in Kyoto, Japan, 29 July - 2 August 1991 addressed these issues. In
commemorating the fortieth anniversary of the Japan Society of Materials
Science, organised by the Foundation for Advancement of International Science
and supported by the Science Council of Japan, the information provided in these
proceedings reflects the international nature of the meeting. It provides a
valuable account of recent developments and problems in the field of mechanical
behaviour of materials.
This is the second volume of an advanced textbook on microstructure and
properties of materials. (The first volume is on aluminum alloys, nickel-based
superalloys, metal matrix composites, polymer matrix composites, ceramics
matrix composites, inorganic glasses, superconducting materials and magnetic
materials). It covers titanium alloys, titanium aluminides, iron aluminides, iron and
steels, iron-based bulk amorphous alloys and nanocrystalline materials. There
are many elementary materials science textbooks, but one can find very few
advanced texts suitable for graduate school courses. The contributors to this
volume are experts in the subject, and hence, together with the first volume, it is
a good text for graduate microstructure courses. It is a rich source of design
ideas and applications, and will provide a good understanding of how
microstructure affects the properties of materials. Chapter 1, on titanium alloys,
covers production, thermomechanical processing, microstructure, mechanical
properties and applications. Chapter 2, on titanium aluminides, discusses phase
stability, bulk and defect properties, deformation mechanisms of single phase
materials and polysynthetically twinned crystals, and interfacial structures and
energies between phases of different compositions. Chapter 3, on iron
aluminides, reviews the physical and mechanical metallurgy of Fe3Al and FeAl,
the two important structural intermetallics. Chapter 4, on iron and steels, presents
methodology, microstructure at various levels, strength, ductility and
strengthening, toughness and toughening, environmental cracking and design
against fracture for many different kinds of steels. Chapter 5, on bulk amorphous
alloys, covers the critical cooling rate and the effect of composition on glass
formation and the accompanying mechanical and magnetic properties of the
glasses. Chapter 6, on nanocrystalline materials, describes the preparation from
vapor, liquid and solid states, microstructure including grain boundaries and their
junctions, stability with respect to grain growth, particulate consolidation while
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maintaining the nanoscale microstructure, physical, chemical, mechanical,
electric, magnetic and optical properties and applications in cutting tools,
superplasticity, coatings, transformers, magnetic recordings, catalysis and
hydrogen storage.
Designing new structural materials, extending lifetimes and guarding against
fracture in service are among the preoccupations of engineers, and to deal with
these they need to have command of the mechanics of material behaviour. This
ought to reflect in the training of students. In this respect, the first volume of this
work deals with elastic, elastoplastic, elastoviscoplastic and viscoelastic
behaviours; this second volume continues with fracture mechanics and damage,
and with contact mechanics, friction and wear. As in Volume I, the treatment links
the active mechanisms on the microscopic scale and the laws of macroscopic
behaviour. Chapter I is an introduction to the various damage phenomena.
Chapter II gives the essential of fracture mechanics. Chapter III is devoted to
brittle fracture, chapter IV to ductile fracture and chapter V to the brittle-ductile
transition. Chapter VI is a survey of fatigue damage. Chapter VII is devoted to
hydrogen embrittlement and to environment assisted cracking, chapter VIII to
creep damage. Chapter IX gives results of contact mechanics and a description
of friction and wear mechanisms. Finally, chapter X treats damage in non metallic
materials: ceramics, glass, concrete, polymers, wood and composites. The
volume includes many explanatory diagrams and illustrations. A third volume will
include exercises allowing deeper understanding of the subjects treated in the
first two volumes.
Mechanical Behaviour of MaterialsVolume 1: Micro- and Macroscopic
Constitutive BehaviourSpringer Science & Business Media
Provides a thorough up-to-date account of the latest developments in materials science
and engineering research and applications. The contributed papers cover all aspects of
this important field, including material aspects of fracture in engineering practice,
fatigue criteria and material characterisation, environmental effects on fracture, high
temperature deformation and failure and mechanical properties and engineering
applications of composite and non-metallic materials. Contains approximately 200
papers from acknowledged experts.
Comprehensive in scope and readable, this book explores the methods used by
engineers to analyze and predict the mechanical behavior of materials. Author Norman
E. Dowling provides thorough coverage of materials testing and practical methods for
forecasting the strength and life of mechanical parts and structural members.
Experimental Mechanics of Composite, Hybrid, and Multifunctional Materials, Volume 7
of the Proceedings of the 2015SEM Annual Conference& Exposition on Experimental
and Applied Mechanics, the seventh volume of nine from the Conference, brings
together contributions to this important area of research and engineering. The collection
presents early findings and case studies on a wide range of areas, including:
Multifunctional Materials Hybrid Materials Novel Composites Nano- and ParticleReinforced Composites Additive Manufacturing of Composites Digital Imaging of
Composites Damage Detection Non-Destructive Evaluation Fatigue and Fracture of
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Composites Manufacturing and Joining of Composites Advanced Composites
Applications
Provides comprehensive treatment of the mechanical behavior of materials within a
balanced mechanics-materials approach. Covering a range of materials, including
metals, polymers, ceramics, and composites, this book presents the properties of
materials while addressing the principal ideas behind theories of mechanical behavior.
It includes broad treatment of flow and fracture criteria. It presents various mechanisms
for tailoring the strength and toughness of materials. It also provides references and a
list of suggested readings in each chapter. A valuable reference book on the
mechanical behavior of materials for all practicing Mechanical and Materials Engineers.
Volume is indexed by Thomson Reuters CPCI-S (WoS). The objective of this collection
was to gather together the latest information on the mechanical behavior of materials.
The volumes cover the progress made in all aspects of the mechanical behavior of
materials, seen from both the macroscopic and microscopic viewpoints.
This first of a kind reference/handbook deals with nonlinear models and properties of
material. In the study the behavior of materials' phenomena no unique laws exist.
Therefore, researchers often turn to models to determine the properties of materials.
This will be the first book to bring together such a comprehensive collection of these
models. The Handbook deals with all solid materials, and is organized first by
phenomena. Most of the materials models presented in an applications-oriented
fashion, less descriptive and more practitioner-geared, making it useful in the daily
working activities of professionals. The Handbook is divided into three volumes. Volume
I, Deformation of Materials, introduces general methodologies in the art of modeling, in
choosing materials, and in the "so-called" size effect. Chapters 2-5 deal respectively
with elasticity and viscoelasticity, yield limit, plasticity, and visco-plasticity. Volume II,
Failures in Materials, provides models on such concerns as continuous damage,
cracking and fracture, and friction wear. Volume III, Multiphysics Behavior, deals with
multiphysics coupled behaviors. Chapter's 10 and 11 are devoted to special classes of
materials (composites, biomaterials, and geomaterials). The different sections within
each chapter describe one model each with its domain of validity, its background, its
formulation, the identification of material parameters for as many materials as possible,
and advice on how to implement or use the model. The study of the behavior of
materials, especially solids, is related to hundreds of areas in engineering design and
control. Predicting how a material will perform under various conditions is essential to
determining the optimal performance of machines and vehicles and the structural
integrity of buildings, as well as safety issues. Such practical examples would be how
various new materials, such as those used in new airplane hulls, react to heat or cold or
sudden temperature changes, or how new building materials hold up under extreme
earthquake conditions. The Handbook of Materials Behavior Models: Gathers together
117 models of behavior of materials written by the most eminent specialists in their field
Presents each model's domain of validity, a short background, its formulation, a
methodology to identify the materials parameters, advise on how to use it in practical
applications as well as extensive references Covers all solid materials: metals, alloys,
ceramics, polymers, composites, concrete, wood, rubber, geomaterials such as rocks,
soils, sand, clay, biomaterials, etc Concerns all engineering phenomena: elasticity,
viscoelasticity, yield limit, plasticity, viscoplasticity, damage, fracture, friction, and wear
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This multiauthor volume provides a useful summary of current knowledge on the
application of fracture mechanics to composite materials. It has been written to fill the
gap between the literature on fundamental principles of fracture mechanics and the
special publications on the fracture properties of conventional materials, such as
metals, polymers and ceramics. The data are represented in the form of about 420
figures (including diagrams, schematics and photographs) and 80 tables. The author
index covers more than 500 references, and the subject index more than 1000 key
words.
A wide range of topics in the area of mechanics of materials and structures are covered
in this volume, ranging from analysis to design. There is no special emphasis on a
specific area of research. The first section of the book deals with topics on the
mechanics and damage of concrete. It also includes two papers on granular packing
structure changes and cumulative damage in polymers. In the second part more
theoretical topics in mechanics are discussed, such as shell theory and nonlinear
elasticity. The following section dicusses areas dealing primarily with plasticity,
viscoelasticity, and viscoplasticity. These include such topics as dynamic and cyclic
plasticity. In the final section the subject is structural dynamics, including seismic
analysis, composite frames and nonlinear analysis of bridges. The volume is compiled
in honor of Professor Maciej P. Bieniek who has served as a teacher and researcher at
several universities, and who has made many significant contributions in the evaluation,
rehabilitation, and design of infrastructures.
Dynamic Behavior of Materials, Volume 1 of the Proceedings of the 2019 SEM Annual
Conference & Exposition on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the first volume of
six from the Conference, brings together contributions to this important area of research
and engineering. The collection presents early findings and case studies on
fundamental and applied aspects of Experimental Mechanics, including papers on:
Synchrotron Applications/Advanced Dynamic Imaging Quantitative Visualization of
Dynamic Events Novel Experimental Techniques Dynamic Behavior of Geomaterials
Dynamic Failure & Fragmentation Dynamic Response of Low Impedance Materials
Hybrid Experimental/Computational Studies Shock and Blast Loading Advances in
Material Modeling Industrial Applications
How do engineering materials deform when bearing mechanical loads? To answer this
crucial question, the book bridges the gap between continuum mechanics and materials
science. The different kinds of material deformation are explained in detail. The book
also discusses the physical processes occurring during the deformation of all classes of
engineering materials and shows how these materials can be strengthened to meet the
design requirements. It provides the knowledge needed in selecting the appropriate
engineering material for a certain design problem. This book is both a valuable textbook
and a useful reference for graduate students and practising engineers.
Volume I is dedicated to the introduction, the basic concepts and principles of the
mechanical response of engineering materials, together with the relevant analysis of
elastic, elastic-plastic, and viscoelastic behaviour. Volume II concerns itself with the
mechanical behaviour of various classes of materials under dynamic loading, together
with the effects of local and microstructural phenomena on the response behaviour of
the material. Volume II also contains selected topics concerning intelligent material
systems, and pattern recognition and classification methodology for the characterization
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of material response states.
One of the most important subjects for any student of engineering to master is the
behaviour of materials and structures under load. The way in which they react to
applied forces, the deflections resulting and the stresses and strains set up in the
bodies concerned are all vital considerations when designing a mechanical component
such that it will not fail under predicted load during its service lifetime. All the essential
elements of a treatment of these topics are contained within this course of study,
starting with an introduction to the concepts of stress and strain, shear force and
bending moments and moving on to the examination of bending, shear and torsion in
elements such as beams, cylinders, shells and springs. A simple treatment of complex
stress and complex strain leads to a study of the theories of elastic failure and an
introduction to the experimental methods of stress and strain analysis. More advanced
topics are dealt with in a companion volume - Mechanics of Materials 2. Each chapter
contains a summary of the essential formulae which are developed in the chapter, and
a large number of worked examples which progress in level of difficulty as the principles
are enlarged upon. In addition, each chapter concludes with an extensive selection of
problems for solution by the student, mostly examination questions from professional
and academic bodies, which are graded according to difficulty and furnished with
answers at the end. * Emphasis on practical learning and applications, rather than
theory * Provides the essential formulae for each individual chapter * Contains
numerous worked examples and problems
Advances in technology are demanding ever-increasing mastery over the materials
being used: the challenge is to gain a better understanding of their behaviour, and more
particularly of the relations between their microstructure and their macroscopic
properties. This work, of which this is the first volume, aims to provide the means by
which this challenge may be met. Starting from the mechanics of deformation, it
develops the laws governing macroscopic behaviour – expressed as the constitutive
equations – always taking account of the physical phenomena which underlie
rheological behaviour. The most recent developments are presented, in particular those
concerning heterogeneous materials such as metallic alloys, polymers and composites.
Each chapter is devoted to one of the major classes of material behaviour. As the
subtitles indicate, Volume 1 deals with micro- and macroscopic constitutive behaviour
and Volume 2 with damage and fracture mechanics. A third volume will be devoted to
exercises and their full solutions complementing the content of these two first volumes.
Most of the chapters end with a set of exercises, to many of which either the full
solution or hints on how to obtain this are given; each volume is profusely illustrated
with explanatory diagrams and with electron-microscope photographs. This book, now
in its second edition, has been rigorously re-written, updated and modernised for a new
generation. The authors improved the existing material, in particular in modifying the
organisation, and added new up-to-date content. Understanding the subject matter
requires a good knowledge of solid mechanics and materials science; the main
elements of these fields are given in a set of annexes at the end of the first volume. The
authors also thought it interesting for the readers to give as footnotes some information
about the many scientists whose names are attached to theories and formulae and
whose memories must be celebrated. Whilst the present book, as well as Volume 2, is
addressed primarily to graduate students, part of it can be used in undergraduate
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courses; and it is hoped that practising engineers and scientists will find the information
it conveys useful. It is the authors’ hope also that English-speaking readers will want to
learn about the aspects of French culture, and more particularly of the French school of
micromechanics of materials, which this treatment undoubtedly displays.
The importance of economical production of agricultural materials, especially crops and
animal products serving as base materials for foodstuffs, and of their technological
processing (mechanical operations, storage, handling etc.) is ever-increasing. During
technological processes agricultural materials may be exposed to various mechanical,
thermal, electrical, optical and acoustical (e.g. ultrasonic) effects. To ensure optimal
design of such processes, the interactions between biological materials and the
physical effects acting on them, as well as the general laws governing the same, must
be known. The mechanics of agricultural materials, as a scientific discipline, is still
being developed, and therefore has no exact methods as yet, in many cases. However,
the methods developed so far can already be utilized successfully for designing and
optimizing machines and technological processes. This present work is the first attempt
to summarize the calculation methods developed in the main fields of agricultural
mechanics, and to indicate the material laws involved on the basis of a unified
approach, with all relevant physico-mechanical properties taken into account. The book
deals with material properties, gives the necessary theoretical background for
description of the mechanical behaviour of these materials including modern powerful
calculation methods and finally discusses a large number of experimental results. Many
of them can only be found in this book. Special attention is paid to the unified approach
concerning theory and practice. The systematic treatment of the material makes the
book useful to a wide circle of designers, researchers and students in the field of
agricultural engineering. The book can also be used as a textbook at technical and
agricultural universities.

This 1979 book presents the scientific foundations of mechanical behaviour and
demonstrates how these can be used in engineering situations in relation to
ceramics.
This monograph consists of two volumes and provides a unified, comprehensive
presentation of the important topics pertaining to the understanding and
determination of the mechanical behaviour of engineering materials under
different regimes of loading. The large subject area is separated into eighteen
chapters and four appendices, all self-contained, which give a complete picture
and allow a thorough understanding of the current status and future direction of
individual topics. Volume I contains eight chapters and three appendices, and
concerns itself with the basic concepts pertaining to the entire monograph,
together with the response behaviour of engineering materials under static and
quasi-static loading. Thus, Volume I is dedicated to the introduction, the basic
concepts and principles of the mechanical response of engineering materials,
together with the relevant analysis of elastic, elastic-plastic, and viscoelastic
behaviour. Volume II consists of ten chapters and one appendix, and concerns
itself with the mechanical behaviour of various classes of materials under
dynamic loading, together with the effects of local and microstructural
phenomena on the response behaviour of the material. Volume II also contains
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selected topics concerning intelligent material systems, and pattern recognition
and classification methodology for the characterization of material response
states. The monograph contains a large number of illustrations, numerical
examples and solved problems. The majority of chapters also contain a large
number of review problems to challenge the reader. The monograph can be used
as a textbook in science and engineering, for third and fourth undergraduate
levels, as well as for the graduate levels. It is also a definitive reference work for
scientists and engineers involved in the production, processing and applications
of engineering materials, as well as for other professionals who are involved in
the engineering design process.
Dynamic Behavior of Materials, Volume 1 of the Proceedings of the 2020 SEM
Annual Conference & Exposition on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the
first volume of seven from the Conference, brings together contributions to this
important area of research and engineering. The collection presents early
findings and case studies on fundamental and applied aspects of Experimental
Mechanics, including papers on: Synchrotron Applications/Advanced Dynamic
Imaging Quantitative Visualization of Dynamic Events Novel Experimental
Techniques Dynamic Behavior of Geomaterials Dynamic Failure &
Fragmentation Dynamic Response of Low Impedance Materials Hybrid
Experimental/Computational Studies Shock and Blast Loading Advances in
Material Modeling Industrial Applications
Composite Materials, Volume 2: Mechanics of Composite Materials deals with
the prediction of the deformation behavior and strength of composite materials.
The book discusses the basic concepts in micromechanics, definition of effective
moduli, and the influence of the number of fibers through-the-thickness within a
single composite layer on the effective properties. The text also describes the
exact moduli of anisotropie laminates; the elastic behavior of composites; and the
viscoelastic behavior and analysis of composite materials. The elastoplastic
behavior of composites, and the application of statistical theories for the
determination of thermal, electrical, and magnetic properties of heterogeneous
materials are also considered. The book further tackles the finite deformations of
ideal fiber-reinforced composites; wave propagation and vibrations in directionally
reinforced composites; and the phenomenological anisotropie failure criterion.
The text also looks into the photoelastic investigation of composites. Civil
engineers, mechanical engineers, aerospace engineers, and people involved in
the study of non-metallic materials will find the book invaluable.
Readers would learn about the mechanical behaviour of engineering materials.
The book is primarily an aid to self study of the mechanical behaviour of
engineering materials and is written in a witty style that would make the subject
delightful for the reader. It is illustrated with innumerable diagrams and worked
practical examples.
One of the most important subjects for any student of engineering or materials to
master is the behaviour of materials and structures under load. The way in which
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they react to applied forces, the deflections resulting and the stresses and strains
set up in the bodies concerned are all vital considerations when designing a
mechanical component such that it will not fail under predicted load during its
service lifetime. Building upon the fundamentals established in the introductory
volume Mechanics of Materials 1, this book extends the scope of material
covered into more complex areas such as unsymmetrical bending, loading and
deflection of struts, rings, discs, cylinders plates, diaphragms and thin walled
sections. There is a new treatment of the Finite Element Method of analysis, and
more advanced topics such as contact and residual stresses, stress
concentrations, fatigue, creep and fracture are also covered. Each chapter
contains a summary of the essential formulae which are developed in the
chapter, and a large number of worked examples which progress in level of
difficulty as the principles are enlarged upon. In addition, each chapter concludes
with an extensive selection of problems for solution by the student, mostly
examination questions from professional and academic bodies, which are graded
according to difficulty and furnished with answers at the end.
This book presents the theoretical concepts of stress and strain, as well as the
strengthening and fracture mechanisms of engineering materials in an accessible
level for non-expert readers, but without losing scientific rigor. This volume fills
the gap between the specialized books on mechanical behavior, physical
metallurgy and material science and engineering books on strength of materials,
structural design and materials failure. Therefore it is intended for college
students and practicing engineers that are learning for the first time the
mechanical behavior and failure of engineering materials or wish to deepen their
understanding on these topics. The book includes specific topics seldom covered
in other books, such as: how to determine a state of stress, the relation between
stress definition and mechanical design, or the theory behind the methods
included in industrial standards to assess defects or to determine fatigue life. The
emphasis is put into the link between scientific knowledge and practical
applications, including solved problems of the main topics, such as stress and
strain calculation. Mohr's Circle, yield criteria, fracture mechanics, fatigue and
creep life prediction. The volume covers both the original findings in the field of
mechanical behavior of engineering materials, and the most recent and widely
accepted theories and techniques applied to this topic. At the beginning of some
selected topics that by the author's judgement are transcendental for this field of
study, the prime references are given, as well as a brief biographical semblance
of those who were the pioneers or original contributors. Finally, the intention of
this book is to be a textbook for undergraduate and graduate courses on
Mechanical Behavior, Mechanical Metallurgy and Materials Science, as well as a
consulting and/or training material for practicing engineers in industry that deal
with mechanical design, materials selection, material processing, structural
integrity assessment, and for researchers that incursion for the first time in the
topics covered in this book.
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In an attempt to meet the demand for new ultra-high strength materials, the processing
of novel material configurations with unique microstructure is being explored in systems
which are further and further from equilibrium. One such class of emerging materials is
the so-called nanophased or nanostructured materials. This class of materials includes
metals and alloys, ceramics, and polymers characterized by controlled ultra-fine
microstructural features in the form oflayered, fibrous, or phase and grain distribution.
While it is clear that these materials are in an early stage of development, there is now
a sufficient body of literature to fuel discussion of how the mechanical properties and
deformation behavior can be controlled through control of the microstructure. This
NATO-Advanced Study Institute was convened in order to assess our current state of
knowledge in the field of mechanical properties and deformation behavior in materials
with ultra fine microstructure, to identify opportunities and needs for further research,
and to identify the potential for technological applications. The Institute was the first
international scientific meeting devoted to a discussion on the mechanical properties
and deformation behavior of materials having grain sizes down to a few nanometers.
Included in these discussions were the topics of superplasticity, tribology, and the
supermodulus effect. Lectures were also presented which covered a variety of other
themes including synthesis, characterization, thermodynamic stability, and general
physical properties.
5thInternational Symposium on the Mechanics of Biological Systems and Materials,
Volume 6 of the Proceedings of the 2015SEM Annual Conference& Exposition on
Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the sixth volume of nine from the Conference,
brings together contributions to this important area of research and engineering. The
collection presents early findings and case studies on a wide range of areas, including:
Soft Tissues Mechanics Bio-Engineering and Biomechanics Natural Materials & BioInspiration Novel Techniques and Experiments in Biomechanics Tissue Engineering
Cells Mechanics
Designing new structural materials, extending lifetimes and guarding against fracture in
service are among the preoccupations of engineers, and to deal with these they need to
have command of the mechanics of material behaviour. The first volume of this twovolume work deals with elastic and elastoplastic behaviour; this second volume
continues with viscoelasticity, damage, fracture (resistance to cracking) and contact
mechanics. As in Volume I, the treatment starts from the active mechanisms on the
microscopic scale and develops the laws of macroscopic behaviour. Chapter I deals
with viscoplastic behaviour, as shown, for example, at low temperatures by the effects
of oscillatory loads and at high temperatures by creep under steady load. Chapter 2
treats damage phenomena encountered in all materials - for example, metals,
polymers, glasses, concretes - such as cavitation, fatigue and stress-corrosion
cracking. Chapter 3 treats those concepts of fracture mechanics that are needed for the
understanding of resistance to cracking and Chapter 4 completes the volume with a
survey of the main concepts of contact mechanics. As with Volume I, each chapter has
a set of exercises, either with solutions or with indications of how to attack the problem;
and there are many explanatory diagrams and other illustrations.
This is a textbook on the mechanical behavior of materials for mechanical and materials
engineering. It emphasizes quantitative problem solving. This new edition includes
treatment of the effects of texture on properties and microstructure in Chapter 7, a new
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chapter (12) on discontinuous and inhomogeneous deformation, and treatment of
foams in Chapter 21.
Advances in technology are demanding ever-increasing mastery over the materials
being used: the challenge is to gain a better understanding of their behaviour, and more
particularly of the relations between their microstructure and their macroscopic
properties. This two-volume work, of which this is the first volume, aims to provide the
means by which this challenge may be met. Starting from the mechanics of
deformation, it develops the laws governing macroscopic behaviour - expressed as the
constitutive equations - always taking account of the physical phenomena which
underlie rheological behaviour. The most recent developments are presented, in
particular those concerning heterogeneous materials such as metallic alloys, polymers
and composites. Each chapter is devoted to one of the major classes of material
behaviour. As the subtitles indicate, Volume I deals with elasticity and plasticity and
Volume II with viscoelasticity, viscoplasticity, damage phenomena, and the mechanics
of fracture and of contact. Annexes to Volume I give the relevant basic tools and
techniques of continuous-media mechanics, crystallography and phase changes. Most
of the chapters end with a set of exercises, to many of which either the full solution or
hints on how to obtain this are given; each volume is profusely illustrated with
explanatory diagrams and with electron-microscope photographs. Mechanics of
Material Behaviour grew out of the Paris Diplome d'Études Approfondies (DEA,
Advanced Studies Diploma) in Mechanics and Materials. In addition to Diploma-level
students, it is addressed to students reading for a first degree in engineering, practising
engineers and research workers in this field. The treatment is mathematical but the
mathematical arguments should not prove difficult; the real difficulties of the subject
stem from the frequent and considerable changes of scale that have to be appreciated
and the need to acquire a firm grasp of the underlying physics.
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